IAAP DIVISION 15 — ACTIVITIES IN LATIN AMERICA

Colombian Congress of Psychology 2019

DATE & PLACE:

September 11 – 14
Barranquilla, Colombia

HOW TO ENROLL:

You have to register yourself at the following link:

https://congresopsicologiacolombia.com/sistema/

The initial registration includes a brief summary of the topic to be developed and the central elements that will be addressed.

The moderator will be responsible for registering the principal authors who will present the research associated with the symposium, in accordance with the request of the page (names, email, etc.). Upon completion of the initial registration, participants will receive in their emails the information required for the registration of their work. Check the spelling and grammatical aspects of the text, since the memories will publish the original text. Review the Thematic Axes of the Congress to determine the one in which the symposium is classified. Once the symposium is registered in its entirety, it will be evaluated by academic peers and the result of the evaluation will be informed via email.
IAAP DIVISION 15 – ACTIVITIES IN LATIN AMERICA

TOPICS:
- Human development and life cycle.
- Neurosciences and Psychobiology Sexuality.
- Diversity and Gender Social.
- Environmental and Community Psychology Training of Psychologist and Ethics Basic Processes.
- POT.
- Educational Other Fields.
- Epistemology and History of Psychology Clinical Psychology.
- Health Consumer Psychology Legal.

PRICE:
BEFORE 31 MARCH
- Students: 88,91€ (321,000 cop)
- Professional: 99,98€
BEFORE JULY 31
- Students: 99,98€ (361,000 cop)
- Professional: 112,72€
FROM 1 AUGUST
- Students 111, 34€ (402,000 cop)
- Professional: 125,19€

I World Convention: Social, Political and Community Psychology

DATE & PLACE:
Bogotá, Colombia
May 20 – 23 / 2020

TOPICS:
- Homage to Martín Baró 30 years after his assassination.
- Decolonizing horizons from psychology
- Slope Earring